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ABSTRACT2

We present commissioning and validation of FRED, a GPU-accelerated Monte Carlo (MC) code,3
for two proton beam therapy facilities of different beam line design: CCB (Krakow, IBA) and4
EMORY (Atlanta, Varian). We followed clinical acceptance tests required to admit the certified5
treatment planning system for clinical use.6

We implemented an automated and efficient procedure to build a parameter library7
characterizing the clinical proton pencil beam. Beam energy, energy spread, lateral propagation8
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model, and a dosimetric calibration factor were parametrized based on measurements performed9
during the facility start-up. The Fred beam model was validated against commissioning and10
supplementary measurements performed with and without range shifter.11

We obtained (i) sub-millimeter agreement of Bragg peak shapes in water and lateral beam12
profiles in air and slab phantoms, (ii) <2% dose agreement for spread out Bragg peaks of13
different ranges (iii) average gamma index (2%/2mm) passing rate >95% for >1000 patient14
verification measurements using a 2D array of ionization chambers, (iv) GI passing rate >99% for15
3D dose distributions computed with FRED and measured with an array of ionization chambers16
behind an anthropomorphic phantom. The results of example treatment planning study on >10017
patients demonstrate that FRED simulations in patient CT enable an accurate prediction of dose18
distribution in patient and application of FRED as second patient QA tool. Computation of a patient19
treatment in a CT using 104 protons per pencil beam took on average 2’30 min with tracking rate20
of 2.9×105 p+

/s.21

FRED was successfully commissioned and validated against the clinical beam model showing22
that it could potentially be used in clinical routine. Thanks to high computational performance due23
to GPU-acceleration and an automated beam model implementation method, the application of24
FRED is possible for research or quality assurance purposes in most of the proton facilities.25

26
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1 INTRODUCTION
In proton radiation therapy Monte Carlo (MC) methods offer more accurate modeling of proton interactions28
with heterogeneous media and improved dose calculation accuracy in complex geometries with respect to29
analytical pencil beam algorithms [1, 2, 3, 4]. The application of MC algorithms in treatment planning can30
eventually lead to a reduction of the target volume safety margins by about 2% and more accurate prediction31
of the treatment outcomes [5]. The state-of-the-art commercial proton beam therapy (PBT) treatment32
planning systems (TPS) employ MC methods for treatment plan optimization and dose calculation [6, 7],33
but they are still not the standard treatment planning tools in all clinically operating PBT facilities. Many34
proton facilities still use analytical pencil beam algorithms of limited accuracy in heterogeneous media.35
Further, the time performance of the MC-based TPS remains to be an issue, especially when applying robust36
optimization algorithms that require to compute several dose distributions for one Computed Tomography37
(CT) image or in treatments of moving targets where 4D-CT consisting of series of CT images of several38
motion phases of one patient are employed in treatment plan optimization [8]. In addition, proton radiation39
therapy Quality Assurance (QA) procedures are time consuming and require manpower for experimental40
measurements of dose distributions in phantoms, typically performed at few depths in water for each41
treatment field. In fact, time needed for patient QA could be dedicated for the actual patient treatment.42
Therefore, reduction of the number of measurements is widely discussed among medical physicists.43
Supplementing or replacing patient QA measurements with dose distribution recalculation using a second,44
independent dose calculation engines can be beneficial for PBT facilities.45

In several PBT facilities, general purpose MC simulation toolkits e.g. FLUKA [9], Geant4 [10, 11] or46
Shield-HIT [12] as well as more user-friendly environments built on Geant4 like GATE/GATE-RTion47
[13, 14, 15] and TOPAS [16, 17] are used to support research activities and/or simulations for patient48
QA. The clinical application of general purpose MC tools is limited, mainly due to the time required49
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to recalculate a complete plan ranging from tens of minutes to even a few hours. For this reason, the50
parallelization of the particle tracking on several Central Processing Units (CPU) or general purpose51
Graphical Processing Units (GPU) is of interest for radiotherapy. The PBT dedicated GPU-based MC code52
gPMC was implemented by Jia et al. [18], further developed [19] and validated using clinical patient data53
[20]. Following the gPMC development, Wan Chen Tseung and colleagues presented a high performance54
GPU-accelerated MC code which is used for routine clinical QA and as the dose calculation engine in a55
clinical MC-based Intensity Modulated Particle Therapy (IMPT) treatment planning system [21]. Recently,56
also an analytical pencil beam algorithm, the FRoG platform, was implemented on GPU for clinical57
investigations with different ion types [22, 23].58

The commissioning and validation of the independent, MC-based dose calculation engine for research59
or patient QA purposes is a time consuming process that requires knowledgeable and experienced60
manpower. Only recently standards for beam modeling and beam model commissioning for Monte61
Carlo dose calculation-based radiation therapy treatment planning were proposed [24]. The experimental62
characterization of the proton beam properties (longitudinal and lateral profiles as well as dosimetric63
calibration) as a function of primary beam energy is facility dependent as different PBT centers use64
different accelerators, measurement methods and TPS. The complete implementation of passive as well as65
active beam delivery nozzle geometry was described by Paganetti et al. [1] for cyclotron and by Parodi et66
al. [25] for synchrotron based facilities. However, it was suggested later that for of the MC dose calculation67
purposes defining the beam model following the clinical commissioning procedure and avoiding detailed68
simulations of the beam nozzle geometry is possible with a precision that is sufficient for clinical application69
[26, 27, 28].70

This paper reports on commissioning of the GPU-accelerated MC code FRED [29] and its validation71
at two cyclotron based proton beam therapy facilities of different beam-line design: Varian ProBeam72
in Atlanta, GA (USA), and IBA Protheus C-235 in Krakow (Poland). The software toolkit FRED (Fast73
paRticle thErapy Dose evaluator) [29] was developed at the University of Rome for parallelized proton beam74
transport simulations in heterogeneous geometry defined by the patient CT. We describe in detail FRED75
commissioning steps, i.e. automated characterization of the beam model that describes the proton beam76
used for patient treatment and follows the clinical QA procedures. Finally, we validated our commissioning77
procedure using the optimized beam models. We simulated dose distributions in FRED and we compared78
the results with verification measurements performed in homogeneous and heterogeneous phantoms with79
and without range shifters as suggested by Winterhalter et al. [30]. Such extensive experimental validation80
of FRED accuracy and time performance has been never reported before. To increase the confidence of81
the reader about the accuracy of FRED simulations, selected results were also compared to clinical TPS82
simulations. Eventually, we evaluated clinical cases of patient treatment plans to demonstrate the clinical83
applicability of FRED.84

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 GPU-accelerated MC code FRED85

The great benefit of FRED with respect to general purpose MC codes is its computation performance86
achievable on a variety of different hardware without compromising the dose computation accuracy. The87
typical tracking rates range from 10-100 thousand protons per second using a single CPU, to about million88
particles per second using GPU cards. FRED is equipped with an interface to convert phantom/patient89
geometries stored in DICOM CT images to a voxelised geometry of the patient containing the atomic90
tissue composition using a conversion table based on stoichiometric calibration [31]. In addition to patient91
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geometry, user defined geometries of specific material composition can be included enabling simulations92
of proton transport in passive elements like range shifter.93

The physical interaction models implemented in FRED are trimmed-down with respect to general purpose94
MC codes, such as Geant4/FLUKA within the regime that is relevant for particle therapy, in order to speed95
up the execution time without compromising the accuracy of dose deposition calculations. In particular, the96
physics processes contributing to the dose deposited by protons in a patient tissue, i.e.: mean energy loss,97
energy fluctuations, nuclear elastic and inelastic interactions with target nuclei as well as the trajectory98
deflection via a multiple Coulomb scattering are implemented in FRED [29]. Moreover, FRED offers99
linear energy transfer (LET) and radiobiological effectiveness (RBE) weighted dose calculations by means100
of different RBE models, providing further information, which is not available in the state-of-the-art101
commercial TPS. The LET and RBE computations in FRED are out of the scope of this manuscript.102

2.2 Commissioning measurements and FRED simulations103

FRED commissioning was performed for one gantry room of two PBT facilities of different beam-line104
design equipped with scanned proton beams that are in clinical operation since 2016 and 2018, respectively.105
Krakow facility is an IBA design based on Proteus C-235 cyclotron equipped with two rotational gantries,106
an eye treatment room, and an experimental hall. The TPS Eclipse from Varian, version 13.6, is used107
for treatment planning in CCB. EMORY PBT center in Atlanta is a ProBeam system designed by Varian108
and equipped with three rotational gantries and two horizontal beam lines. The TPS RayStation from109
RaySearch laboratories, version 8A, is used for treatment planning in EMORY [7]. The properties of proton110
beams and the measurement methods used for acquisition of clinical beam model commissioning data at111
both facilities are listed in table 1.112

Table 1. Selected properties of CCB and EMORY PBT centers and measurement methods used for the
proton beam model commissioning. RS - range shifter, SM - scanning magnet, meas. - measurement, IDD -
integrated depth dose, Abs. - absolute.

Parameter CCB EMORY
Energy range [MeV ] 70-226.1 70-242

Measurement step [MeV ] 10 10
RS thicknesses [mm] (density [g/cm3]) 36.7 (1.168) 20, 30, 50 (1.202, 1.191, 1.191)

RS material PMMA Lexan
Snout position [cm] fixed: 36.9 variable: 5-15

SM distance (X/Y ) [cm] 221.5/184.6 200/256
Lateral profile meas. method (air) Lynx (IBA) Lynx (IBA)

Detector position relative to isocentre [cm] -20, -10, 0, +10, +20 -30, -20, -10, 0, +5
Water phantom Blue Phantom2 (IBA) Blue Phantom2 (IBA)

IDD meas. method (water) Bragg Peak chamber (PTW) StingRay (IBA Dosimetry)
φ = 81.6mm φ = 120mm

IDD meas. acceptance correction Yes (FLUKA) No
Abs. dosimetry meas. method (water) Markus (PTW) at 2 cm PPC-40 (IBA) at 2 cm

Monoenergetic field size 10×10 cm2 10×10 cm2

The commissioning measurements that include depth dose distribution measurements in water phantom,113
measurements of the lateral profiles (without range shifter) in air and absolute dose measurements in a114
water phantom were used to build parameter libraries characterizing the FRED beam model for Krakow115
and Atlanta facilities. The water phantom and in-air setup used for commissioning measurements is116
schematically illustrated in figures 1a and 1b, respectively. The figure indicates how the proton beam117
is transported from the nozzle towards the detector/phantom. During irradiation, the beam is deflected118
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vertically and horizontally by scanning magnets and crosses a position sensitive ionization chamber (IC23),119
which is used for beam lateral position and size measurement. The procedure of the commissioning data120
acquisition is not described here in detail as it is out of the scope of this manuscript.121

The FRED simulation setup mimics the commissioning measurements setup shown in figures 1a and 1b.122
The virtual beam source is located at the position of the scanning magnet located closer to the isocentre123
because the at this position the deflection of the beam, in both X and Y directions is defined. The different124
position of the X and Y scanning magnets is taken into account, while calculating the direction of a125
single pencil beam. The beam propagation in the IC23 is omitted in the simulations and is taken into126
account by adjusting beam source parameters, in such a way that the beam size fits the results of beam127
size measurements in air performed with scintillating screen (Lynx). The proton beam was propagated128
without and with range shifter. FRED simulations in water were performed in 40×40×40 cm3 virtual129
phantoms of 1×1×1 mm3 voxel size (figure 1a). The ionization potential of water was set to 80 eV130
[32]. FRED simulations of the in-air setup used for beam model validation were performed in a virtual131
air phantom. The total time of FRED MC simulations includes tracking time, time needed for memory132
allocation and the file writing. The tracking rate of simulation is given as the number of protons tracked per133
second (p+

/s).134
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(b)
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Figure 1. Experimental and simulation setups for water phantom (a) and in-air scintillating screen
measurements (b). On the left, beam nozzle elements (scanning magnets and position sensitive beam
monitor (BM) chambers), not taken into account in MC simulations, are shown (gray scale). In MC
simulations the primaries are generated in Monte Carlo virtual source and transported through range shifter
(RS) to phantoms/detectors (blue). The figure is not to scale.

2.3 Beam model parameters135

The beam model parameters characterize longitudinal and lateral pencil beam profiles as well as136
dosimetric calibration. Two parameters, energy (E) and energy spread (Eσ), characterize proton pencil beam137
depth dose distribution (longitudinal) profile. One further parameter, Monitor Units (MU) to number of138
particles conversion factor (SFMU), characterizes IDD dosimetrically. The lateral propagation of the proton139
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pencil beam can be characterized by a quadratic model by means of modeling beam emittance or bilinear140
model by defining virtual point source. In fact, the bilinear model is an approximation of a quadratic model141
in a limited range. The virtual point source approach can be applied, when the waist of the quadratic142
function of emittance model is far enough from the isocentre to approximate lateral beam propagation143
behind the nozzle exit by a bilinear function. FRED is capable of handling lateral beam propagation using144
both, virtual point source or emittance approaches.145

For characterizing the lateral propagation, the lateral beam profiles measured during facility146
commissioning in air at different Z positions (cf. figure 1b) were fitted using the Gaussian fit and its147
σ(z) was calculated. Fitting σ(z) to commissioning data from both facilities at different distances from148
the isocentre using bilinear and quadratic functions indicated that the emittance model is appropriate for149
Krakow facility, whereas the virtual point source model can be used for EMORY.150

For characterizing the beam lateral propagation in Krakow the total number of six emittance model151
parameters (�,α, β), three in X and three in Y direction were used. The Twiss parameters �,α, β were152
obtained according to the following formula [33]:153

σ2(z) = � ·
�
β − 2 ·α · z +

1 + α2

β
· z2

�
, (1)

where the emittance � corresponds to the area in the X/Y -position-velocity phase space, and is assumed to154
be constant over the beam propagation in air. The Twiss parameter α is related to the focusing/defocusing155
of the beam, whereas β characterizes the length over which the beam changes its transverse shape.156

For characterizing the beam lateral propagation in Atlanta, the total number of four parameters, two in X157
and two in Y direction, specific for a bilinear approximation were used. The parameters were obtained158
according to the following formula:159

σ(z) = S · z − V SD, (2)

where the S is the function slope and corresponds to the rate of the spot size variation and V SD stands160
for virtual source distance and corresponds to the distance from the virtual source to the isocentre. Note161
that for both approaches, virtual point source and emittance model of lateral beam propagation, particles162
are transported starting from the position of the scanning magnets regardless of the position the emittance163
waist and V SD.164

For TPS exploiting analytical pencil beam algorithm, the emittance model is defined for configurations165
with and without range shifter, whereas in MC-based TPS and in FRED only the configuration without166
range shifter is defined and proton transport in range shifter is simulated according to its model parameters167
(material composition, density, physical thickness).168
2.4 Generation of beam model parameter library169

We implemented a set of software tools that calculate beam model parameters in three automated steps170
(see figure 2). The beam model parameter libraries were generated in the entire proton beam energy171
range in 10 MeV steps (table 1) for both facilities. Figure 2 schematically illustrates how the FRED MC172
commissioning procedure uses the facility commissioning measurements as the input to obtain beam model173
parameters per nominal energy, i.e.: beam energy E, energy spread Eσ, MU scaling factor SFMU and six174
emittance or four virtual point source parameters. The procedure is automated and does not require any175
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interaction with the user, except preparation of the measurement data. FRED simulations of single pencil176
beams were performed using 108 primary protons.177
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Figure 2. A flow chart illustrating FRED commissioning and validation steps. Simulations steps benefiting
from GPU-accelerated MC simulations are indicated (GPU).

Step 1. In the first step (figure 2: Step 1), the emittance or virtual point source model (Eq. 1 and 2) was178
fitted to the measured beam spot size (σx/y) as a function of the position along the beam (see sec. 2.3).179
For Krakow beam model, in addition to the beam size measurements performed with Lynx, the beam size180
measurements performed during irradiation with IC23 installed close to the nozzle exit were used to fit the181
emittance model (see sec. 2.3). In this way, emittance model parameters (�,α, β) or virtual point source182
parameters (S, V SD) were obtained for X and Y directions and each energy.183

184

Step 2. In the second step (figure 2: Step 2) beam energy (E) and energy spread (Eσ) were obtained.185
The measured and simulated integrated depth dose (IDD) profiles were fitted using a formalism proposed186
by Bortfeld [34, 35]. Using the fit and semi-empirical relations proposed by Bortfeldd [34], the initial187
energy and energy spread of protons producing an IDD distribution were computed. The Bragg peak188
range (R80%) defined as 80% of the maximal value at the distal fall-off and the Bragg peak Full Width at189
Half Maximum (FWHM) were numerically calculated from the fitted curve. The E, Eσ, R80%, FWHM190
parameters were calculated for both, experimental data and each FRED simulation. An automated iterative191
optimization procedure was developed to find such E and Eσ values in FRED, which minimize the absolute192
difference of Bragg peak range (|ΔR80%|) and FWHM (|ΔFWHM|) between simulation and measurement.193
The dependence of |ΔR80%| and |ΔFWHM| on E and Eσ is a continuous function with a single global194
minimum. The optimization procedure was implemented in Python exploiting the Nelder-Mead simplex195
algorithm [36]. The initial guess of energy and energy spread was estimated from the Bortfeld curve fitted196
to measured data. Each consecutive step of the optimization algorithm included: (i) new simulation of a197
depth dose distribution in water with energy and energy spread computed by the optimization algorithm,198
(ii) Bortfeld curve fit and estimation of R80% and FWHM for the simulated curve, and (iii) estimation of199
|ΔR80%| and |ΔFWHM| comparing measurement and new simulation. The FRED beam energy (E) and200
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energy spread (Eσ) are considered optimal when |ΔR80%| and |ΔFWHM| are less or equal 0.05 mm.201

Step 3. In the third step (figure 2: Step 3), the dosimetric calibration from TPS MU to the number of202
particles (SFMU) was obtained for each nominal energy, mimicking the measurement setup. For this203
purpose, a monoenergetic 10×10 cm2 field in water was simulated with spot spacing 2.5 mm, 1 MU per204
spot and unitary MU scaling factor. The dose in the uniform field center at 2 cm depth in water, D2 cm,205
was derived from the simulation. The MU scaling factor (SFMU) was obtained as the ratio between D2 cm206
obtained from commissioning measurement and FRED MC simulation.207

The output of the characterization procedure is a list of beam model parameters per nominal energy and208
is stored in a text file. We developed a software tool that converts clinical TPS treatment plan into FRED209
input files using the beam model library (cf. figure 2: Conversion and calculation of treatment plans). The210
parameters in between nominal energies are linearly interpolated mimicking the procedures applied by211
TPS and beam line control system.212
2.5 Validation in homogeneous media213

This section describes how the beam model library was validated by comparing FRED simulations to214
measurements performed at each facility. We compared (i) lateral propagation of proton pencil beams,215
(ii) treatment plans of dose cubes and (iii) patient QA treatment plans. The beam model validation steps216
are schematically illustrated in figure 2 (lower row). The treatment plans were exported from TPS and217
converted from DICOM to FRED input file format. The QA treatment plans were simulated in FRED using218
105 protons per pencil beam. After simulation, the dose from each spot was scaled to the actual number of219
particles optimized in the treatment plan using dosimetric calibration (SFMU).220

Lateral propagation of proton pencil beams. The measurements of lateral profiles of proton pencil221
beam were performed using the Lynx scintillating screen (IBA Dosimetry) in air (i) for CCB and EMORY222
[37] at five positions behind the range shifter for proton beams at 100, 150 and 200 MeV and (ii) for CCB223
at several positions in slab phantoms consisting of RW3 for proton beams at 100, 150 and 200 MeV and224
for EMORY in PMMA for proton beams at 130, 180 and 240 MeV. FRED simulations for pencil beams225
were performed at the corresponding positions behind the range shifter in air and in solid phantoms. The226
transverse shape of the beam in X and Y direction was fitted with a single Gaussian fit and the σ obtained227
from measurements and simulations was compared.228

Spread Out Bragg Peak (SOBP). The longitudinal profiles of dose cubes (SOBPs) were measured at (i)229
CCB using a dosimetrically calibrated plane-parallel Markus chamber placed in a water phantom (sensitive230
volume 0.055 cm3) with variable 0.1-1 cm step length and (ii) at EMORY using the Zebra detector (IBA231
Dosimetry) without dosimetric calibration. The QA treatment plans of dose cubes were optimized in232
clinical TPS aiming at achieving homogeneous biological dose of 1 Gy(RBE) and 4 Gy(RBE) at CCB233
and EMORY, respectively. All cubes had a lateral size of 10×10 cm2. At CCB, dose cubes of 5 cm length234
(modulation) and variable range of 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 cm without range shifter were optimized and evaluated.235
At EMORY, dose cubes of 10 cm length (modulation) and constant range of 15 cm without and with three236
range shifters of different thickness were investigated. Simulations of the SOBP plans were performed in a237
virtual water phantom. The measured SOBP dose profiles were compared with the profile extracted from238
3D dose calculation obtained from FRED MC simulations. Absolute dose comparison was performed for239
Markus chamber measurements conducted at CCB, whereas relative dose comparison was performed for240
Zebra measurements conducted at EMORY.241
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Patient QA. To evaluate the accuracy of FRED simulations, patient QA treatment plans were simulated in242
a virtual water phantom and compared to patient QA measurements routinely performed in the clinic. The243
comparison of TPS versus measurement is also shown.244

In CCB and EMORY, the MatriXX PT (IBA Dosimetry) is currently in use for patient QA [38]. MatriXX245
is a 2D array of 1020 plane-parallel ion chambers of 4 mm diameter arranged in a 32×32 grid with the246
distance between chambers of 7.62 mm. In both facilities, the MatriXX detector was calibrated to dose247
in water according to protocol proposed by the manufacturer. Patient QA measurements are typically248
performed at 3-5 depths at CCB and at 1-2 depths at EMORY. The measurement layers are selected249
individually for each patient. The patient QA treatment plans of 74 patients (1077 measured layers, 967250
without and 110 with range shifter) treated in Krakow and 13 patients (56 measured layers) treated in251
EMORY were evaluated. The dose distributions obtained from TPS and FRED calculations were compared252
to measured data by means of dose profile and Gamma Index (GI) analysis [39]. GI calculation tools253
implemented PyMedPhys Python package [40] were used for evaluation. The three-dimensional (3D) GI254
test (2%/2mm criteria) was used to compare 2D slice of dose field measurement (reference) with 3D FRED255
dose distribution calculation (evaluation).256

2.6 Validation in heterogeneous media257

The end-to-end experimental validation of FRED physics models, beam model and CT calibration using258
a heterogeneous CIRS head-and-neck phantom (model 731-HN) [41] was performed in Krakow. The259
experimental setup is shown in figure 3. The CIRS phantom consists of five tissue equivalent materials:260
brain, bone, larynx, trachea, sinus, teeth and nasal cavities. One half of the phantom consists of single piece261
and the other is sliced into three segments as shown in figure 3a. The CIRS phantom was positioned in the262
treatment room using orthogonal X-ray imaging system and the phantom CT scan, following the clinical263
patient positioning procedure applied in Krakow. The irradiation plans of 10×10 cm2 monoenergetic264
fields at nominal energies 100, 150 and 200 MeV were prepared in clinical TPS with and without range265
shifter. The dose distribution downstream from the CIRS phantom was measured using the MatriXX266
detector placed in the DigiPhant water phantom (IBA Dosimetry, see sec.2.5). Data were acquired in 5 mm267
water-equivalent steps yielding 3D dose distribution with lateral resolution of 7.62 mm and longitudinal268
resolution of 5 mm. Dose distributions were measured behind half CIRS head in water for nominal energies269
150 and 200 MeV (cf. figure 3b). The dose distribution was measured behind 1/6 slice of CIRS head in270
water-equivalent RW3 slab phantom using 100 MeV proton beam (IBA Dosimetry; cf. figure 3c), since271
100 MeV protons have insufficient range to traverse the half-head phantom to acquire dose distribution in272
water using MatriXX (with and without range shifter).273
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Figure 3. Schematic illustration of CIRS phantom (a) and setup used for experiment and FRED MC
simulations (b,c). (a) CIRS head phantom sliced into one-piece half-head and the other half sliced further
into three segments, (b) setup with half-head CIRS and MatriXX detector placed in water phantom, (c)
setup with one slice of CIRS and MatriXX detector placed between water-equivalent RW3 solid phantom.
Setup (b) was irradiated with monoenergetic field at nominal proton beam energy 150 and 200 MeV,
whereas setup (c) at 100 MeV, all with and without range shifter.

The measurements were compared to FRED simulations of the experimental setup performed in the CT274
image of the CIRS and water phantoms. The CT image of CIRS phantom was acquired using the CT275
scanner (Siemens SOMATOM) calibrated for treatment planning in Krakow. The comparison of measured276
and simulated 3D dose distributions was performed using a 3D GI method.277

278
2.7 Patient data279

A retrospective patient study was performed to investigate time performance of FRED as an independent280
MC-based proton dose computation tool and demonstrate its applicability for patient QA in the clinic. For281
this purpose we referred our results to the TPS computations.282

The 122 treatment plans (including boost plans) of 90 head and neck as well as brain patients treated at283
CCB from 2016 to 2018 and an example treatment plan of a patient treated in EMORY in 2019 [7] were284
simulated in FRED on CT geometries. The clinical CT images were sampled down to 1.5×1.5×1.5 mm3285
voxel size. The facility specific clinical CT calibration curve obtained from stoichiometric calibration286
[31] was implemented in FRED. The CT calibration curve used in FRED contains information on the287
composition, relative stopping power (RSP) of protons, radiation length and density of 93 materials. The288
density and RSP of CT numbers between 93 predefined points are linearly interpolated. The CT images of289
the patient anatomy and delineated contours were used for optimization of the plans in clinical TPS using290
an analytical intensity modulated proton therapy (IMPT) optimization algorithm. Depending on the target291
size and the number of fields, the number of pencil beams in a treatment plan varied from 1378 to 32290292
with the median value 10989. 104 protons per pencil beam were simulated for each patient treatment plan293
recalculated in FRED and the obtained dose was scaled to the actual number of particles optimized in the294
treatment plan.295

An example treatment planning study on 122 plans included a comparison of dose distributions obtained296
from FRED and from clinical TPS. We evaluated three parameters based on dose volume histogram (DVH)297
that characterize the quality of dose distribution. (i) The mean dose (Dmean) is related to the prescribed298
dose (Dp). (ii) The Homogeneity Index (HI) characterizes the slope of the DVH, hence the uniformity of299
the dose distribution in the PTV. The HI is defined as HI = (D2% −D98%)/Dp, where D2% and D98% are300
the doses received by 2% and 98% of the PTV, respectively [42]. (iii) The Conformity Index (CI) describes301
how much dose prescribed to the planning target volume (PTV) is delivered outside the PTV, possibly to302
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organs at risk. The CI is defined as CI = Vbody
95%

/VPTV
95% , where Vbody

95%
and VPTV

95% are the volumes of the303
body PTV, which receive at least 95% of the prescribed dose Dp [43].304

Figure 4. The parameters characterizing proton beam model used in CCB and EMORY facilities at the
entire primary proton beam energy range. Nominal energy corresponds to energy used by clinical TPS.
Top-left panel: Beam energy and energy spread; Top-right panel: dosimetric calibration; bottom-left panel:
emittance model parameters used in CCB; bottom-right panel: VPS model parameters used in EMORY.
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3 RESULTS
3.1 Generation of the beam model parameter library305

Figure 5. Examples of longitudinal proton beam propagation in water (top panels) and lateral proton beam
propagation (σ) in X and Y directions in air (bottom panels) for CCB (left) and EMORY (right) facilities
at three proton beam energies: 100, 150 and 200 MeV. Depth dose distribution profiles of proton pencil
beams simulated with beam model parameters in FRED (FRED Bragg peak) and obtained experimentally
during the facility commissioning (measured Bragg peak) for CCB (panel a) and EMORY (panel b). The
transverse shape and velocity evolution of the proton beam represented by means of the emittance model
for CCB (panel c) and VPS model for EMORY (panel d).
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The beam model parameter libraries characterizing the proton beam model for CCB and EMORY facilities306
was generated using an automated procedure (cf. sec. 2.3) and are illustrated as a function of nominal307
proton beam energy in figure 4. Using the beam model library, the nominal primary proton beam energy for308
each pencil beam from the treatment plan is used to define the initial parameters of the pencil beams used309
by FRED simulations. Figure 4 (top-left panel) shows a linear relation between the nominal proton beam310
energy used by TPS and FRED. The energy spread values fluctuate within 1 MeV and are slightly smaller311
for Krakow than for Atlanta proton center. Figure 4 (top-right panel) shows the dosimetric scaling factors312
used to convert MU to number of primary particles per pencil beam spot. The bottom panels of figure 4313
show the six parameters of emittance model used for Krakow (bottom-left panel) and the four parameters314
of VPS model used for Atlanta facility, characterizing the lateral beam propagation (bottom-right panel).315
The lateral asymmetry of the pencil beams in X (filled circles) and Y (empty circles) directions is taken316
into account in the beam model characterization.317
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Figure 6. Spot sizes in air in X (blue) and Y (red) directions for CCB and EMORY without range shifter
and behind the range shifters used at facility (single range shifter (RS) of thickness 36.7 mm for CCB and
RS2, RS3 and RS5 of thicknesses 20, 30 and 50 mm, respectively, for EMORY). The measured spot sizes
are shown as points with error bars (±0.1mm) and the solid lines show the simulation results.

The IDD profiles of single proton beams in water for three nominal energies: 100, 150, and 200 MeV are318
given in figures 5a and 5b for the Krakow and Atlanta facilities. The profiles are in agreement with the319
commissioning measurements: the range (R80%) of the pencil beams agrees within 0.02 mm, the relative320
dose difference along the pencil beam profile is below 4%, the FWHM of the Bragg peak agrees within321
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0.05 mm, the distal fall-off width between 80% and 20% Bragg peak dose agrees within 0.04 mm, the322
peak-to-plateau ratio agrees within 0.11.323

The fitted single beam sizes in air obtained in commissioning measurements, described by σx/y of lateral324
pencil beam profiles is shown in the figure 5c and 5d for three nominal energies: 100, 150, and 200 MeV325
for the Krakow and Atlanta facilities, respectively. The maximum absolute difference between fitted and326
measured beam sizes in range from -20 to 20 cm (CCB) and -30 to 5 cm (EMORY) around the isocentre is327
smaller than 0.05 mm. We deem this sufficiently accurate to model lateral beam propagation in clinical328
applications. The quadratic and linear shape of the fit justifies the use of the emittance (figure 5c) and VPS329
(figure 5d) model for the Krakow and Atlanta facilities, respectively.330

Dose computation time for a single pencil beam at 100, 150, and 200 MeV simulated with 108 primary331
protons was 36 s, 44 s and 53 s respectively. The corresponding tracking rate is 10.1×106, 5.7×106 and332
3.6×106 p+

/s. The tracking rate decreases with the beam range as more interactions must be processed.333

The total computation time needed to determine the beam model parameters for all reference energies334
following the automated procedure described in sec. 2.3 was approximately 12 hours. Within this time (i)335
the parameters characterizing beam lateral propagation were fitted (figure 2 step 1; total time: few seconds),336
(ii) simulations required for E and Eσ optimization were performed and the optimization procedure itself337
was executed (figure 2 step 2; total time: approx. 10 hours), as well as (iii) simulations of monoenergetic338
10×10 cm2 fields required for SFMU calculation were performed (figure 2 step 3; total time: approx.339
2 hours). For CCB, full beam model characterization required a total of 303 FRED MC simulations,340
including 286 simulations for E and Eσ optimization and 17 simulations for SFMU calculation (average341
time of single simulation was approximately 2 min and 7 min, respectively).342
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Figure 7. The transverse shape evolution (σ) of proton pencil beam measured and simulated in water
equivalent slab phantom.

3.2 Validation in homogeneous media343

Lateral propagation of proton pencil beams. The lateral propagation of pencil beams in air behind344
range shifter of different thickness (figure 6) and in slab phantoms (figure 7) was simulated in FRED and345
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compared to the beam size σx/y of lateral pencil beam profiles obtained experimentally. Note that the346
comparison was performed at different positions/depths and for different primary proton beam energies at347
CCB and EMORY facilities.348

The lateral propagation of the beam in range shifter as well as in slab phantom is modeled in FRED very349
accurately. The values of σx/y obtained from measurements agrees with simulated values mostly within350
100µm, as indicated by error bars in figures 6 and 7. The results in air and in slab phantom are within the351
spot size QA acceptance criterion of ±0.6 mm used by CCB therapy center.352

Spread Out Bragg Peak (SOBP). Depth dose distribution profiles of cubic volumes obtained from353
measurements and FRED simulations are shown in figure 8 for CCB in the top panels and for EMORY in354
the bottom panels. The results obtained for CCB are absolute dose, whereas they are relative normalized to355
the dose value in the middle of the SOBP for EMORY. Since the treatment plans were optimized in clinical356
TPS, the obtained physical dose differs from the prescribed biological dose by the RBE factor of 10%.357

Good agreement between FRED MC simulations and dose measurements along the SOBP profiles was358
obtained. The maximum relative dose difference is 2% for most of the measurement points. The largest359
relative dose differences are observed at the distal fall-off, i.e. a high dose gradient region, and result360
from the detector positioning uncertainties, estimated to be about ±0.3 mm. Small variations between the361
measurements and simulations are present at the beginning of the plateau and in the SOBP of cubes with362
range of 25 cm and 30 cm. They are potentially related to the implementation of the nuclear interaction363
model in FRED for the highest beam energies. This accuracy is acceptable for the scope of the presented364
clinical application.365

The tracking rate of the dose cube simulation ranged from 4.5×106 p+
/s to 2.0×106 p+

/s and the complete366
dose computation time for a single dose cube was up to 10 minutes, with the statistics 105 primaries per367
pencil beam.368
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Figure 8. Dose profiles of cubic volumes of SOBP obtained from FRED MC calculations (solid line)
and measurements (dots) for CCB (top panel) and EMORY (bottom panel) facilities. The relative dose
difference between the measurement and simulation is illustrated by crosses.
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Patient QA. 2D transversal dose maps obtained from measurements performed with the MatriXX detector369
in water phantom were compared to FRED and TPS simulations of patient treatment plans using the GI370
method. Data from 1077 measurements performed at CCB and 52 measurements performed at EMORY371
were investigated and are summarized in table 2. The average GI passing rate obtained comparing all372
simulated and measured layers was 97.83 (4.94)% (1σ) for CCB and 95.51 (3.88)% (1σ) for EMORY. 1022373
out of 1077 layers evaluated for CCB fulfill the requirement of the GI passing rate (%GP)to be greater than374
90%. For EMORY, 47 out of 52 investigated layers fulfill this requirement. Figure 9 shows an example of a375
transversal dose field layer extracted from FRED MC simulation and the corresponding dose distribution376
measured with MatriXX at the same depth in water, as well as the GI map.377

For a patient verification treatment plan, the average tracking rate and complete dose computation time378
was 3.4(0.4)× 106 p+

/s (1σ) and 2’34 (1’38) min (1σ), respectively.379
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Figure 9. A transversal 2D dose distribution layer measured with an array of ionization chambers in
water phantom (left panel), obtained from FRED MC simulations (middle panel) and a GI map computed
comparing FRED simulation and measurement using GI (2%/2 mm) method (right panel). GI passing rate
is 99.53% for the CCB case shown in the top panels and 95.95% for EMORY case shown in bottom panel.
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Table 2. Summary of patient QA evaluation. RS - range shifter, %GP - Gamma Index passing rate. The
values in brackets for %GP denote standard deviations.

FRED vs Measurement TPS vs Measurement
All no RS RS All no RS RS

C
C

B total 1077 967 110 1077 967 110
%GP 97.83(4.94) 97.99(4.61) 96.44(7.09) 94.66(7.92) 95.07(7.91) 91.05(7.01)

passed 1022 923 99 899 832 67

E
M

O
R

Y total 52 16 36 52 16 36
%GP 95.51(3.88) 98.20(2.68) 94.32(3.75) 95.15(5.21) 98.37(1.62) 93.72(5.62)

passed 47 16 31 44 16 28

3.3 Validation in heterogeneous media380

The experimental validation of FRED accuracy was performed by comparing 3D dose distributions381
behind the heterogeneous phantom obtained experimentally and from FRED simulations (cf. sec. 2.6).382
An example of the comparison of FRED simulation against the experimentally acquired data is shown383
in figure 10. Two 3D dose measurements, one with and other without range shifter, were performed for384
each of the investigated energies (100, 150, 200 MeV). An excellent agreement between FRED simulations385
and measurements was achieved. For all the investigated cases, the 3D GI (2%/2 mm) is greater than386
99%. Comparing the clinical (analytical) TPS simulation and the measurements, the GI passing rate387
is 93.2 98.0

76.3% (σ=8.4%). See the supplementary material of the manuscript for detailed results of other388
measurements performed at 100 and 200 MeV, with and without range shifter.389

Figure 10. The experimental validation of FRED simulations in heterogeneous CIRS phantom. Panel
(a): measurement of 3D dose distribution in water phantom performed using MatriXX. Panel (b): FRED
simulation of 3D dose distribution. Panel (c): 2D GI map (2%/2 mm) obtained compering experiment to
FRED simulations. The color maps on panels a-c are overlaid on CT scan of CIRS and water phantom.
Panels (d) and (e) show respectively longitudinal and lateral profiles obtained from measurements (dots)
and simulations (solid line). See supplementary material for the complete report of the validation.
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Figure 11. The evaluation of the treatment plan of patient treated at CCB (top panels) and at EMORY
(bottom panels). On the left panels, dose distributions computed with clinical TPS and FRED are shown.
PTV (black solid line) and 95% isodose (blue dashed line) are delineated. The corresponding dose profiles
and DVHs are shown in top-right and bottom-right panels, respectively.
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3.4 Example clinical application of FRED390

As an example, dose distributions, dose profiles and DVHs recalculated with FRED and clinical TPS, for391
one patient case from CCB and one from EMORY are shown in figure 11. For CCB patient case (figure 11392
top panels), dose distributions computed with FRED are less uniform compared to the analytical TPS393
calculations. This is also observed analyzing the dose profiles and the DVH for PTV, and results in the394
reduction of the mean dose in PTV and organ at risk. For EMORY patient case (figure 11 bottom panels),395
the differences in dose distributions are less visible as MC-based TPS was used for the dose optimization396
and calculation. The observed differences between FRED and RayStation MC-based TPS are similar to the397
results obtained comparing RayStation to ECLIPSE MC algorithm reported by Chang et al. [7].398

Analysis of 122 treatment plans of patients treated at CCB was performed to quantify the time performance399
and demonstrate the clinical applicability of FRED dose computations for patient QA. Comparing dose400
distributions in PTV we observed that the ratio Dmean/Dp obtained with FRED is more dispersed than401
the one obtained with analytical TPS (median values are -1.20% and -0.02%, respectively), as shown in402
figure 12 (left panel). The analysis of HI in PTV is shown in figure 12 (middle panel), where the median HI403
is 0.11 and 0.16 for clinical TPS and FRED, respectively. Figure 12 (right panel) shows the CI distributions,404
which present no substantial difference between both, FRED and TPS calculations (median CI is 1.26 and405
1.23 for TPS and FRED, respectively).406

For a treatment plan, the total simulation time varied depending on the complexity of the plan i.e. total407
number of pencil beams and presence of range shifter in the plan. For the simulations in CT geometry408
rescaled to 1.5×1.5×1.5 cm3 voxels the computation time ranged from 21 s to 6’26 min (average value409
2’28 (1’25) min (1σ)) with the average tracking rate 2.9 (1.1)×105 p+

/s (1σ).410
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Figure 12. The parameters characterizing the quality of 122 dose distribution obtained from patient
treatment plans computed with clinical TPS (blue) and FRED (red). The left panel shows the ratio
Dmean/Dp, the middle panel shows the Homogeneity Index (HI) and the right panel the Conformity Index
(CI).

4 DISCUSSION
We have built a proton beam model libraries for FRED MC code according to the QA protocols and we411
accomplished acceptance tests required for beam model validation in a commercial TPS at proton therapy412
facilities. We performed MC commissioning avoiding the nozzle geometry modeling similar to work413
presented by other groups [26, 27, 28]. The beam model library parameters containing the information414
on initial proton energy and energy spread, lateral beam propagation, as well as dosimetric calibration415
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were identified in 10 MeV energy steps in the therapeutic energy range to best fit the commissioning416
measurements of proton pencil beams (cf. sec. 3.1). A submillimeter agreement between simulated and417
measured Bragg peaks shape and range in water and lateral beam sizes in air and in solid phantoms was418
obtained with and without range shifter for beam model of two facilities of different beam-line design.419

In the study we assumed the uncertainty of single pencil beam and SOBP depth dose profile measurements420
to be ±3%. The uncertainty of positioning of the ionization chamber in the water phantom is about 0.3 mm.421
The uncertainty of the lateral pencil beam size measurement performed with scintillating screen (Lynx422
detector) in air as well as in the RW3/PMMA slab phantom is ±0.1 mm, whereas the measurement with423
IC23 has 0.5 mm uncertainty [26]. We estimate the uncertainty of the slab phantom positioning at 1 mm,424
but it has negligible impact on the beam lateral profile measurements. The statistical uncertainty of FRED425
calculations in water phantoms of resolution of 1×1×1 mm3 is negligible. The statistical uncertainty of426
FRED calculations in patient CT geometry resampled to 1.5×1.5×1.5 mm3 resolution is below 2%.427

Comparison of experimental results in homogeneous media and anthropomorphic phantom to FRED428
simulations (cf. sec. 3.2-3.3 and supplementary materials) indicates that fast dose recalculations in patient429
CT performed with FRED (cf. sec. 3.4) is a very accurate simulation of proton treatment. A retrospective430
treatment planning study and the statistical evaluation of DVH parameters is an example of routine431
clinical application of FRED for patient QA. The dose nonuniformities in PTV shown in an example CCB432
patient case recalculated with FRED (figure 11) are also observed in analysis of Dmean/Dp and HI for433
122 patient cases summarized in figure 12. FRED calculations predict dose nonuniformity which cannot434
be calculated with analytical TPS used in Krakow. Note that these clinical results, both from TPS and435
FRED, include uncertainties related to acquisition of commissioning data, beam model implementation,436
CT calibration, etc. On the other hand, the distribution of Dmean/Dp, HI and CI indicate that, overall,437
the dose distribution calculations performed with both, clinical TPS and FRED are within the clinically438
relevant acceptance. In clinical practice, additional information about dose, LET and RBE-weighted dose439
distributions calculated with FRED can be an indication for medical physicists to revise the treatment plan440
optimization or to perform additional experimental validation, when the results deviate from the predictions441
of TPS exceeding acceptance criteria. The time performance of FRED enables to obtain this information442
within about 2.5 minutes. FRED is currently adapted to be executed as a stand-alone library which will443
enable its easy integration with commercial TPS, e.g. Eclipse or RayStation, as well as dedicated software444
tools for patient QA, e.g. MyQAion.445

Schiavi et al. [29] reported that simulation of dose deposition in a water phantom induced by 106 primary446
protons can be reduced from 22 minutes required by FLUKA MC code to 0.5 second when employing447
FRED running on two GPU modules [29]. Regarding dose distribution simulation in patients, Grassberger,448
Anthony Lomax, and Paganetti [28] reported that the patient simulation for the head and neck patient took449
371 min (106 primaries simulated) on single CPU using TOPAS (Geant4), which corresponds to a tracking450
rate of 45 p+

/s, whereas the average tracking rate obtained with FRED is 2.9× 105 p+
/s in patient CT rescaled451

to 1.5×1.5×1.5 mm3 using two GPUs. The time performance results presented in this manuscript can452
be linearly scaled as a function of the number of GPU cards applied [29]. Note that the simulation time453
depends on number of primaries simulated per pencil beam, tumor depth (i.e. the beam energy) and scoring454
resolution used for the simulation. The most accurate dose calculations in tissue heterogeneities can be455
obtained performing the simulation in original CT grid. In order to achieve the statistical uncertainty below456
1% on CT grid used at CCB (0.7×0.7×1.2 mm3), 105 primaries per pencil beam should be simulated.457
The average simulation time for the patient group investigated in sec. 3.4 in original CT resolution is458
31.8 161.8

3.5 (σ=23.8) min.459
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The clinical application of proton therapy and development of new treatment protocols, for example460
studies on the reduction of safety margins accounting for treatment plan robustness, require treatment461
planning studies that can be only performed analyzing several treatment planning approaches. The total462
simulation time of all 122 patient cases shown in sec. 3.4 was about 5 hours. An example study of 10463
possible treatment planning approaches on our patient group could be performed using FRED within about464
two days simulation. Another application is robust optimization of treatment plans, that is particularly465
relevant for treatment planning of moving targets, when several dose distribution must be computed on 4D466
CT. Performing such studies without the time performance offered by FRED would not be possible with467
any general purpose MC code in reasonable time.468

In addition to its clinical applications, the time performance of FRED enables preparation of the proton469
beam model faster with respect to a general purpose MC codes. This is particularly useful when due to470
technical modifications or maintenance at accelerator a new beam model must be implemented in the471
clinical routine. When the facility beam commissioning measurements are available, the GPU acceleration472
offered by FRED allows to parametrize the beam model within about 12 hours requiring minimal manual473
intervention. This potentially enables easy and quick use of FRED for research and patient QA purposes in474
most of the proton facilities with little experimental efforts.475

5 CONCLUSION
In this manuscript, we share our experience from commissioning and validation of GPU-accelerated MC476
code FRED based on commissioning measurements of two proton beam therapy facilities of different477
beam-line design: CCB (Krakow) from IBA and EMORY (Atlanta) from Varian. FRED passed acceptance478
tests required to admit TPS for clinical use. The approach we used combines application of a new479
GPU-accelerated MC code, implementation of two proton beam lateral beam propagation models,480
automated beam model optimization method, experimental validation of beam model parameters in481
an anthropomorphic phantom with and without range shifter and comparison of patient treatment plans482
computed with FRED and clinical TPS in patient CT. Our commissioning and validation results demonstrate483
the universal and accurate implementation of the physics models in FRED allowing its flexible applications484
for medical physics and research purposes. The application of FRED as a secondary MC engine for patient485
QA in clinical routine is foreseen in Krakow proton facility. FRED is currently used for treatment planning486
studies evaluating radiobiologically effective dose using variable RBE.487
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modeling and medical physics. JG prepared all figures. JG and AR designed the project and drafted the501
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